Cerebellar input to corticothalamic neurons in layers V and VI in the motor cortex.
To investigate whether corticothalamic (CT) neurons in the motor cortex (Mx) receive cerebellar input via the ventroanterior-ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamus (VA-VL), we recorded intracellular potentials from neurons in the Mx of anesthetized cats and examined effects of stimulation of the VA-VL and the brachium conjunctivum on them. After this electrophysiological identification, horseradish peroxide (HRP) was injected iontophoretically into the recorded neurons for morphological analysis. We identified 34 neurons as CT neurons by their antidromic response to stimulation of the VA-VL, of which 13 were layer VI CT neurons and 21 were layer V CT neurons. A majority of the CT neurons of both layers VI and V received monosynaptic excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) from the VA-VL and di- or polysynaptic EPSPs from the cerebellum. The laminar distribution and morphological characteristics of single CT neurons receiving cerebellar input were analyzed on 19 HRP-labeled CT neurons. Eight layer V and six layer VI CT neurons were reconstructed from serial sections. All the reconstructed layer VI CT neurons were modified pyramidal neurons whose apical dendrites ended in layer III or V, and all the stained layer V CT neurons were typical pyramidal neurons, although the laminar and tangential distribution of recurrent collaterals of these neurons varied from neuron to neuron.